Introduction

With our over 700 lessons we take you from learning the basic grammar to speaking and understanding modern Thai or even reading and writing Thai step by step.

This 1 year curriculum is just a suggested learning schedule. You can download and keep all lessons on your computer so you can learn at your own pace. The course enables you to access lessons at any time. So if you want to start learning with intermediate lessons earlier, no problem.

The course gets you started with speaking Thai as quickly as possible. You start learning by listening and understanding basic Thai conversations, learn Thai grammar, and build up your vocabulary foundation in the first weeks. This helps you to understand the basic structure of the language and makes sure you develop a natural feeling for forming and using Thai sentences.

After that, with our intermediate lesson cycles, the focus shifts more and more towards conversational Thai and how to speak Thai like a native speaker.

In advanced lessons you also learn more formal spoken Thai like you can see on Television talk shows or news reports.

It is more efficient to learn a language with frequent short learning sessions instead of learning just once or twice a week for 1-2 hours.

Example of a weekly learning schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
<th>Sunday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson</td>
<td>Lesson</td>
<td>Lesson</td>
<td>Lesson</td>
<td>Trainer</td>
<td>Lesson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>Trainer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson</td>
<td>Lesson</td>
<td>Lesson</td>
<td>Lesson</td>
<td></td>
<td>Review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can find more tips on how to learn efficiently in our study guide.
Week 1

Vocabulary Lessons
1. Adjectives that describe feelings
2. Adjectives that describe people
3. Adjectives that describe people
4. Adjectives that describe things
5. Adjectives that describe things

Beginner Grammar Lessons
1. Introduction to the Thai Language
2. Personal Pronouns

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
1. Tongue Twisters
2. Personal Pronouns

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
1. Characteristics of the Thai Language

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
1. Consonants
2. Consonants
Week 2

Vocabulary Lessons
6. Body Parts
7. Body Parts
8. Body Parts
9. Time
10. Time

Beginner Grammar Lessons
3. Conditional Questions
4. Confirmation Questions

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
3. Conditional Questions
4. Confirmation Questions

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
2. Consonants

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
3. Consonants
4. All Consonants PDFs
Week 3

**Vocabulary Lessons**
- 11. Time
- 12. Time
- 13. Time
- 14. Time
- 15. Time

**Beginner Grammar Lessons**
- 5. Question Words I
- 6. Question Words II

**Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)**
- 5. Question Words I
- 6. Question Words II

**Reading & Writing Theory Lessons**
- 3. Vowels

**Reading & Writing Practice Lessons**
- 5. Vowels
- 6. Vowels
- 7. All Vowels PDFs
Week 4

Vocabulary Lessons
16. Time
17. Time
18. Time
19. Time
20. Conjunctions

Beginner Grammar Lessons
7. Question Words III
8. Pronunciation I

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
7. Question Words III
8. Pronunciation I

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
4. Tone Markers

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
8. Tone Markers
9. Tone Markers PDFs
Week 5

Vocabulary Lessons
21. Conjunctions
22. Conjunctions
23. Conjunctions
24. Conjunctions
25. Prepositions

Beginner Grammar Lessons
9. Counting Numbers
10. Telling the Time I

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
9. Counting Numbers
10. Telling the Time I

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
5. Live Syllables and Dead Syllables

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
10. Live Syllables and Dead Syllables
11. Live Syllables and Dead Syllables PDFs
Week 6

Vocabulary Lessons
26. Prepositions
27. Prepositions
28. Prepositions
29. Prepositions
30. Prepositions

Beginner Grammar Lessons
11. Telling the Time II
12. Calendar

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
11. Telling the Time II
12. Calendar

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
6. Tone Rules I

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
12. Tone Rules I
13. Tone Rules I PDFs
Week 7

Vocabulary Lessons
31. Prepositions
32. Prepositions
33. Prepositions
34. Days of the Week
35. Months of the Year

Beginner Grammar Lessons
13. Family and Kin Terms
14. Intermediate Personal Pronouns

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
13. Family and Kin Terms
14. Intermediate Personal Pronouns

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
7. Tone Rules II

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
14. Tone Rules II
15. Tone Rules II PDFs
Week 8

**Vocabulary Lessons**
- 36. Family
- 37. Family
- 38. Family
- 39. Verbs
- 40. Verbs

**Beginner Grammar Lessons**
- 15. Present Tense
- 16. Future Tense

**Beginner Review Lessons** (for each Grammar Lesson)
- 15. Present Tense
- 16. Future Tense

**Reading & Writing Theory Lessons**
- 8. Tone Rules III

**Reading & Writing Practice Lessons**
- 16. Tone Rules III
- 17. Tone Rules III PDFs
Week 9

Vocabulary Lessons
- 41. Verbs
- 42. Professions
- 43. Groceries
- 44. Groceries
- 45. Thai Spices

Beginner Grammar Lessons
- 17. Past Tense
- 18. Verb to be

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
- 17. Past Tense
- 18. Verb to be

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
- 9. Tone Rules IV

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
- 18. Tone Rules IV
- 19. Tone Rules IV PDFs
Week 10

**Vocabulary Lessons**
- 46. Drinks
- 47. Vehicles
- 48. Pets and Animals
- 49. Verbs
- 50. Verbs

**Beginner Grammar Lessons**
- 19. Modal Auxiliary Verbs I
- 20. Modal Auxiliary Verbs II

**Beginner Review Lessons** (for each Grammar Lesson)
- 19. Modal Auxiliary Verbs I
- 20. Modal Auxiliary Verbs II

**Reading & Writing Theory Lessons**
- 10. Consonant Clusters

**Reading & Writing Practice Lessons**
- 20. Consonant Clusters
- 21. Consonant Clusters PDFs
Week 11

Vocabulary Lessons
51. Verbs
52. Verbs
53. Verbs
54. Verbs
55. Verbs

Beginner Grammar Lessons
21. Secondary Verbs
22. Pronunciation II

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
21. Secondary Verbs
22. Pronunciation II

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
11. Real Clusters

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
22. Real Clusters
23. Real Clusters PDFs
Week 12

Vocabulary Lessons
56. Verbs
57. Verbs
58. Verbs
59. Thai Fruits
60. Cooking

Beginner Grammar Lessons
23. Classifiers
24. Adjectives I

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
23. Classifiers
24. Adjectives I

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
12. Unreal Clusters and Leading Consonant Clusters

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
24. Unreal Clusters and Leading Consonant Clusters
25. Unreal Clusters and Leading Consonant Clusters PDFs
Week 13

Vocabulary Lessons
- 61. Cooking
- 62. Cooking
- 63. Health Problems
- 64. Cleaning
- 65. Banking

Beginner Grammar Lessons
- 25. Adjectives II
- 26. Adverbs I

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
- 25. Adjectives II
- 26. Adverbs I

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
- 26. The Consonant “raw reua”
- 27. The Consonant “raw reua” PDFs
Week 14

Vocabulary Lessons
- 66. Banking
- 67. Airport
- 68. Train Station
- 69. Post Office
- 70. Book Store

Beginner Grammar Lessons
- 27. Adverbs II
- 28. Adverbs III

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
- 27. Adverbs II
- 28. Adverbs III

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
- 14. The Rare Vowels

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
- 28. The Rare Vowels
- 29. The Rare Vowels PDFs
Week 15

Vocabulary Lessons
- 71. Movie Theater
- 72. Museum and Gallery
- 73. Verbs
- 74. Verbs
- 75. Verbs

Beginner Grammar Lessons
- 29. Negative Sentence I
- 30. Negative Sentence II

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
- 29. Negative Sentence I
- 30. Negative Sentence II

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
- 15. Special Markers

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
- 30. Special Markers
- 31. Special Markers PDFs
Week 16

Vocabulary Lessons
76. Verbs
77. Verbs
78. Verbs
79. School
80. School

Beginner Grammar Lessons
31. Pronunciation III
32. Possessive Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
31. Pronunciation III
32. Possessive Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
16. Silent Vowels and Silent Consonants

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
32. Silent Vowels and Silent Consonants
33. Silent Vowels and Silent Consonants PDFs
Week 17

Vocabulary Lessons
- 81. School Related Verbs
- 82. Business
- 83. Business
- 84. Business
- 85. Verbs

Beginner Grammar Lessons
- 33. Relative Pronouns and Indefinite Pronouns
- 34. Location Words and Prepositions

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
- 33. Relative Pronouns and Indefinite Pronouns
- 34. Location Words and Prepositions

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
- 17. Vowel “ai”

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
- 34. Vowel “ai”
- 35. Vowel “ai” PDFs
Week 18

Vocabulary Lessons
86. Verbs
87. Verbs
88. Country
89. Language
90. Language

Beginner Grammar Lessons
35. Prepositions
36. Comparison I

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
35. Prepositions
36. Comparison I

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
18. Thai Homophones

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
36. Thai Homophones
37. Thai Homophones PDFs
Week 19

Vocabulary Lessons
91. Sound
92. Heart Words
93. Heart Words
94. Marriage
95. Marriage

Beginner Grammar Lessons
37. Comparison II
38. Causatives

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
37. Comparison II
38. Causatives

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
19. Thai Homographs

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
38. Thai Homographs
39. Thai Homographs PDFs
Week 20

Vocabulary Lessons
   96. Health
   97. Health
   98. Health
   99. Animals
   100. Aquatic Animals

Beginner Grammar Lessons
   39. Conjunction “that”
   40. Subordinate Clause I

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
   39. Conjunction “that”
   40. Subordinate Clause I

Reading & Writing Theory Lessons
   20. Thai Numbers

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
   40. Thai Numbers
   41. Thai Numbers PDFs
Week 21

Vocabulary Lessons
101. Electronics Store
102. Electronics Store
103. Electronics and Hardware Store
104. Music
105. Religion

Beginner Grammar Lessons
41. Subordinate Clause II
42. Pronunciation IV

Beginner Review Lessons (for each Grammar Lesson)
41. Subordinate Clause II
42. Pronunciation IV

Bonus Workshop Lessons
1. Classifiers

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
42. Let’s Read Lesson 1 (In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai sentences.)
43. Let’s Read Lesson 2 (In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai sentences.)
Week 22

Vocabulary Lessons
106. Clothing
107. Clothing
108. Clothing
109. Clothing
110. Accessories

Bonus Workshop Lessons
2. Classifiers
3. Classifiers
4. Classifiers

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
44. Let’s Read Lesson 3 (In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai sentences.)
45. Let’s Read Lesson 4 (In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai sentences.)
Week 23

Vocabulary Lessons
111. Shoes
112. Shoes
113. Oil
114. Tourist Attractions
115. Tourist Attractions

Bonus Workshop Lessons
5. Classifiers
6. Classifiers
7. Classifiers

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
46. Let’s Read Lesson 5 (In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai sentences.)
47. Let’s Read Lesson 6 (In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai sentences.)
Week 24

Vocabulary Lessons
116. Tourist Activities
117. Camping
118. Entertainment
119. Sport
120. Climate

Bonus Workshop Lessons
1. Compound Words
2. Compound Words
3. Compound Words

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
48. Let’s Read Lesson 7 (In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai sentences.)
49. Let’s Read Lesson 8 (In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai sentences.)
Week 25

Vocabulary Lessons

121. Fruits
122. Vegetables
123. Vegetables
124. Spices and Seasonings
125. Spices and Seasonings

Bonus Workshop Lessons

4. Compound Words
5. Compound Words
6. Compound Words

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons

50. Let’s Read Lesson 9 (In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai sentences.)
51. Let’s Read Lesson 10 (In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai sentences.)
Week 26

Vocabulary Lessons
  126. Insects
  127. Insects
  128. Bee
  129. Birds
  130. Adjectives

Bonus Workshop Lessons
  7. Compound Words
  8. Compound Words
  9. Compound Words

Reading & Writing Practice Lessons
  52. Let’s Read Lesson 11 (In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai sentences.)
  53. Let’s Read Lesson 12 (In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai sentences.)
Week 27

Vocabulary Lessons
131. Adjectives
132. Adjectives
133. Adjectives
134. Adjectives
135. Water Words

Bonus Workshop Lessons
10. Compound Words
11. Compound Words
12. Compound Words

Reading Lessons
1. In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai short paragraphs.
2. In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai short paragraphs.
Week 28

Vocabulary Lessons
136. Line Words
137. Weapons
138. Weapons
139. War
140. Education

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
1. Khun Prii-chaa talks about raising birds, one of his favorite hobbies.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
1. The words “aa-yú yuen” (long life), “phráwm / phráwm-kàp” (at the same time), “tháng...láe” (both...and)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
2. Diaw and Top make fun about Top’s overweight.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
2. The words “dĭaw” (soon), “pai” (to go), “maa” (to come), “láew” (already)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
3. The words “thîi” (ordinal number), “pen” (verb to be / the word to emphasize a big amount of numbers), “wâa” (that)

Reading Lessons
3. In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai short paragraphs.
4. In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai short paragraphs.
Week 29

Vocabulary Lessons
141. Education
142. Education
143. Education
144. Education
145. Age

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
4. Two girls talk about their friends and where they plan to go during their holiday.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
4. The words “man” (it / potato / oily / greasy / fun / island / to hold), “wāang” (to have free time / vacant / empty)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
5. Khun Priichaa talks about how to make his bird tweet in a competition.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
5. The words “sûu” (to beat / to fight), “khăn” (to tweet / to tighten / bowl), “phaw” (as soon as / enough), “tàt” (to reduce / to make / to build / to cut)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
6. A couple, Paeng and Boy, talk about the transcript of their final exam.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
6. The word “nîi” (this / here / hey)

Reading Lessons
5. In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai short paragraphs.
6. In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai short paragraphs.
Week 30

Vocabulary Lessons
146. Colors
147. Colors
148. Animals
149. Animals
150. Animals

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
7. Khun Sampan talks about how he became a street food vendor.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
7. The words “pai” (keep on doing / none stop), “kern-pai” (too much), “pai-pai-maa-maa” (finally / eventually / at the end / back and forth)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
8. A couple, Paeng and Boy, talk about working as government officers.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
8. The words “yùt” (to stop / to have a day off / to have a holiday / to stop for a break), “sĭa” (to lose / to be bad), “làk” (a word to indicate a group of numbers)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
9. Paeng asks khun Sampan about his chicken noodle business.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
9. The word “lery” (past / after / beyond / further / instantly / right away / not at all / so /therefore / then / completely / totally / really)

Reading Lessons
7. In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai short paragraphs.
8. In this lesson you will practice how to read Thai short paragraphs.
Week 31

**Vocabulary Lessons**

151. Animals
152. Astronomy
153. Astronomy
154. Astronomy
155. Beach

**Intermediate Lessons**

Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson

10. Paeng asks Boy about his plan to take over his uncle’s soapy massage business.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson

10. The words “yùu” (to be / to live / to be alive / to be stable / to be unchanged), “yùu-yùu / yùu-dii-dii” (suddenly / unexpectedly)

**Intermediate Lessons**

Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson

11. Khun Tui, who owns a dormitory for university students, talks about rules.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson

11. The words “à-rai” (what / any / anything / nothing / not anything at all / nothing at all / something), “sìng” (something)

**Intermediate Lessons**

Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson

12. Paeng and Boy talk about Boy’s plan to open his soapy massage place.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson

12. The words “tii / kà” (to estimate / to value), “sá-nàwy / ràwk” (a particle used after a negative sentence)
Week 32

Vocabulary Lessons
156. Verbs
157. Verbs
158. Verbs
159. Body Care
160. Human Related Words

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
13. Paeng asks Khun Sampan about his noodle recipe.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
13. The words “phaw / phaw-jà” (adequately / fairly good / alright), “prà-maan / sàk / dâai” (around / about / approximately)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
14. Khun Tui talks about problems he is having with pets in his dormitory.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
14. The words “kan” (each other), “eng” (oneself)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
15. Khun Tui talks about how he takes care of his tenants.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
15. The words “tham / tham-hâi” (to do / to make), “hâi” (to give / to let / to make it...)

Learn-Thai-Podcast.com
learn Thai quickly & easily with video and audio lessons
Week 33

Vocabulary Lessons
- 161. Human Related Words
- 162. Human Related Words
- 163. Babies and Children
- 164. Birth
- 165. Death

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
- 16. Pii laa asks her neighbor's kids if they have done some cheeky stuff.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
- 16. The words “nît / nàwy” (a little / a little bit), “îik nàwy” (a little bit longer / soon), “lék” (little / small / tiny)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
- 17. Khun Preaw talks about her first pregnancy.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
- 17. The words “dâai” (can / to be able to / to get to do something / to get a chance to do something)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
- 18. Pii Laa asks her neighbor's kids what kind of sport they do.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
- 18. The word “láe” (and), Verb strings in the Thai language
Week 34

Vocabulary Lessons
166. Boat and Ship Related Words
167. Boat and Ship Related Words
168. Birds
169. Birds
170. Car Parts

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
19. Khun Preaw talks about how she felt when she was pregnant.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
19. How verbs are used to modify adjectives and adverbs, the word “tua-eng” (oneself)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
20. Pii Laa and the kids talk to each other about their medals.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
20. The words “lá / tàe-la” (each), “khon-lá” (each is different)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
21a. The words “khûen / khûen-pai” (up), “jàw” (to drill / to puncture), “tham-jai” (to prepare oneself / to ready oneself (to confront the reality) / accept)
21b. The prefix “kaan”, the phrase “kaan-thîi” (the fact that)
Week 35

Vocabulary Lessons
171. Car Parts
172. Car Related Words
173. Business
174. Business
175. Business

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
22. Pii laa talks to her neighbor’s kids if they play computer game sometimes.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
22. The words “yang” (still), “yùu” (to be / time indicator for continuous tense), “kāw” (also / then / as a result)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
23. Khun Preaw talks about how she plans to give birth to her baby.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
23. The words “khâe / phiang / phiang-khâe” (only / just), “eng / thāo-nán / thāo-nán-eng” (only / just), “diaw” (only one kind of thing), “tàe / tàe-phiang” (only / just / nothing but)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
24. Kaao talks about his younger brother, Kawt.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
24. The word “ao” (to get / to accept / to receive / to take / to bring / to keep on doing something / to want (something in return) / be crucial / be serious)
Week 36

Vocabulary Lessons
176. Calendar
177. Calendar
178. Directions
179. Regions
180. Health Related Words

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
25. Khun Preaw talks about her plan to raise her baby.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
25. The words “dūay” (by (using) / with), “dūay / iik-dūay / iik-tàang-hàak / yang / pai / pai-dūay” (also), “dūay / mĕuan-kan / dūay-mĕuan-kan” (then / also)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
26. Pii Laa and the kids talk about visiting relatives and the Rocket Festival.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
26. Animals that Thai people connect to a certain meanings, A Rocket Festival (un-bâng-fai or ngaan-bâng-fai)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
27. Khun Sanchai, an engineer, talks about his work and his business.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
27. The words “thŭeng” (about / regarding / concerning), “kìaw-kàp” (about / regarding / related to), “rêuang” (about / on the subject of / about the situation of / story / matter / thing / problem / topic)
Week 37

**Vocabulary Lessons**
- 181. House
- 182. House
- 183. House
- 184. House
- 185. House

**Intermediate Lessons**
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
- 28. The words “sôm-tam” (a green papaya salad), “jàt” (extremely / excessively / more than normal / strong / concentrated)

**Intermediate Lessons**
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
- 29. Khun Sanchai continues to talk about his work.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
- 29. The words “mâak / yér” (much / many / a lot), “lăay” (much / many / a lot)

**Intermediate Lessons**
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
- 30. Pii Bon continues to explain how to make Som-tum.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
Week 38

Vocabulary Lessons
186. Opposing Words
187. Opposing Words
188. Opposing Words
189. Opposing Words
190. Opposing Words

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
31. Khun Sanchai talks about how hard his work is.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
31. The words “khāa” (value / fee / cost), “ao” (to take / to get)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
32. Pii Bon explains why she uses tamarind juice in her Som-tum.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
32a. The words “waang” (to put / to place), “sài” (to put / to add), “àwn” (soft / light / mild), “nîm / nûm” (soft / tender)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
33. Uncle Paw talks about his hobby.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
33a. The words “sîa” (to break / not working), “sîa / sûun-sîa” (to lose something / to be without something), “sîa” (to lose money / to be rotten / to die), “láew-kan / lâ-kan / kâw-láew-kan / kâw-lâ-kan” (quick decision particle)
33b. The word “chĕry” (still / apathetic / to ignore / to have nothing to do / without anything further / without reason)
Week 39

Vocabulary Lessons
191. People
192. People
193. Personal Characteristics
194. Personal Characteristics
195. Sizes and Shapes

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
34. Uncle Paw talks about what he is doing now after his retirement.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
34. The words “tàw / tàw-pai” (next / after that), “tàw-maa” (next / after that), “tàw-pai / thàt-pai” (next / the following), “thii-lăng / tàw-pai” (next time / in the future / any time after this), “khâang / tit-kàp” (next to)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
35. Uncle Paw talks about talking about what he will do today.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
36. Uncle Paw talks about talking about how he thinks about his hobby.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
36. The words “phaw-dii” (just / just that / just because / to fit / just when / at the same time / exactly / just right), “pai-nai-tua” (at the same time)
Week 40

Vocabulary Lessons
196. Sizes and Shapes
197. Verbs
198. Verbs
199. Verbs
200. Verbs

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
   Extended Vocabulary 37-39 (Isaan dialect)

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
37. Isaan dialect consonants I
38. Isaan dialect consonants II
39. Isaan dialect consonants III
40. Isaan dialect consonants IV
41. Isaan dialect vowels
42. Isaan dialect tones I
43. Isaan dialect tones II
Week 41

Vocabulary Lessons
- 201. Verbs
- 202. Verbs
- 203. Verbs
- 204. Verbs
- 205. Verbs

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
- 44. Nong Tik asks Pii Aud if he wants to buy a new house.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
- 44. The words “thii” (a particle that is used after a request), “sá” (particle of getting things done), “phèua / phèua-wâa” (in case), “phèua” (to have something extra), “rót tit” (traffic jam)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
- 45. Paa Nid asks Nong Muay if her mom is at home. (Isaan dialect)

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
- 45. The words “yùu” (to be), “yù láew” (a word to show that an action has been already going on for a period of time / a word that is used when you want to convince another person that something might be true but you are not sure), “náw” (a particle that is used whenever you try to come to an agreement)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
- 46. Pii Aud and Nong Tik continue talking about buying a new house.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
- 46. The words “ào” (a particle that is used to call for attention), “àaw” (a particle that is used to show disappointment / misunderstanding or surprise), “derm / kào” (old / former), “derm / tâe-derm” (in an earlier time), “lêk / tua-lêk / ber / lêk-mâay / màay-lêk / lêk-thîi” (number / numeral)
Week 42

Vocabulary Lessons

- 206. Verbs
- 207. Verbs
- 208. Miscellaneous Nouns
- 209. Miscellaneous Nouns
- 210. Miscellaneous Nouns

Intermediate Lessons

Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson

47. Paa Nid asks Nong Muay what she did at the Khao-din zoo. (Isaan dialect)

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson

47. The phrase “kin khâaw” (to eat rice), “tàw” (to continue / to do something further / to extend / to add / per), “tàw / tàw-rawng” (to bargain), “lá” (per), “hâi” (for / to give)

Intermediate Lessons

Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson

48. Pii Aud asks Nong Tik whose phone number she is going to give to him.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson

48. The word “óy” (a particle that is used at the beginning of a negative sentence), “bùak” (to add / to include)
Week 43

**Vocabulary Lessons**
- 211. Miscellaneous Nouns
- 212. Miscellaneous Nouns
- 213. Miscellaneous Nouns
- 214. Miscellaneous Nouns
- 215. Miscellaneous Nouns

**Intermediate Lessons**

Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
- Extended Vocabulary 49-51 (Northern dialect)

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
- 49. Northern dialect consonants I
- 50. Northern dialect consonants II
- 51. Northern dialect vowels
- 52. Northern dialect tones
Week 44

Vocabulary Lessons
216. Miscellaneous Nouns
217. Miscellaneous Nouns
218. Miscellaneous Nouns
219. Miscellaneous Nouns
220. Miscellaneous Nouns

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
53. Pii Aud recommends an interesting restaurant to Nong Tik.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
54. Na Wan asks Nong O from where she is coming from. (Northern dialect)

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
54. The words “khon” (person / people /classifier for persons), “thaang” (way / path / by)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
55. Jit talks to Kawn about what she bought for him.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
55a. The words “chûang” (a period of time), “fàak” (to deposit / to leave something with someone / doing something in order to give it to another person), The word “kreng-jai”
55b. The words “iik” (more / additional / another), “ùen” (other), “iik” (again / even / still), “wái / ao-wái” (to keep / to leave something for the next time)
Week 45

Vocabulary Lessons
221. Miscellaneous Nouns
222. Miscellaneous Nouns
223. Adverbs
224. Adverbs
225. Adverbs

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
56. Na Wan suggests Nong O how she can prevent having a cold in winter. (Northern dialect)

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
56. The words “pěrn” (he / she / I), “lery / kâw-lery / thûeng / phráw-chà-nán / dang-nán / jà-dâi” (so / therefore), “kaeng” (spicy soup / curry soup)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
56-59 (Southern dialect)

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
57. Southern dialect consonants
58. Southern dialect vowels
59. Southern dialect tones
60. Southern dialect compound words
Week 46

Vocabulary Lessons
226. Adverbs
227. Adjectives
228. Adjectives
229. Adjectives
230. Adjectives

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
61. Kawn talks to Jit about her car.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
61a. The words “mēua / tawn / tawn-thîi / mēua-tawn-thîî” (when), “klàp / klaay-pen / klàp klaay-pen” (to turn to be / to turn out to be), “klàp” (to do something else instead unexpectedly)
61b. The words “khûen” (to go up), “kwàa” (more than), “long” (to go down), “tâng” (a lot / much / so)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
62. Khun Naowarat talks about his job. (Southern dialect)

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
62. The words “khâe” (just / only), “khô / lûy” (many / a lot), “pen” (to be / as / by / like)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
63. Kawn and Jit evaluate some solutions for her car.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
63. The words “yùu-dii / yùu-láew” (anyway), “tâwng” (must / have to / to be supposed to), “jà” (to be supposed to / to be expected to), “mài” (new / newly / again)
Week 47

Vocabulary Lessons
231. Adjectives
232. Adjectives
233. Adjectives
234. Adjectives
235. Adjectives

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
64. Khun Naowarat talks about the hotel he is working in. (Southern dialect)

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
65. Kawn and Jit finally have come to a decision about her car.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
65. The phrases “kâw-jing / kâw-jing-yùu” (It’s true.), the words “khâwy” (later / then...later / quietly / carefully / slowly / gently silently), “mâi-khâwy” (not really / hardly / rarely)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
66. Nong Ann asks if she can see some pictures form Pii Ae.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
66. The words “eng” (just / only / khâe / thào-nán), “phûeng / phûeng-jà” (just / only / lately / recently), “mòt” (entirely / completely / all / to finish all / to use all / something comes to an end), “pèrt” (to open / to turn on / to switch on)
Week 48

Vocabulary Lessons
236. Human Related Words
237. Human Related Words
238. Human Related Words
239. Human Related Words
240. Human Related Words

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
67. Pii Ae complains about his camera.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
67. The words “thâa-jà / thâa-thaang-jà” (seem / probably / might), “jà-taay” (very / extremely / so), “phìt” (wrong / different / not the same)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
68. Pii Ae and Nong Ann compare his pictures to his friend’s pictures.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
68. The words “mĕuan / khláay” (similar / same / alike), “nîi / níi” (this), “nân / nán” (that), “măe” (particle to show surprise or it is used when you want to give someone a compliment / particle to show that you are not satisfied with something)

Advanced Lessons
Advanced Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
1. Khun Nathawut talks about how he became a computer programmer.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
1. The words “kaan” (task / work / job), “sùan-tua, èk-kà-chon” (private), the prefix “kwaam”

Advanced Lessons
Advanced Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
2. Khun Nathawut talks about this working process.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
2. The word “khûen” (up / to go up / to raise / to have / to happen / to have good luck / to grow up)
Week 49

Vocabulary Lessons
241. Human Related Words
242. Human Related Words
243. Human Related Words
244. Human Related Words
245. Human Related Words

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
69. Nong Ann asks Pii Ae about how Koh Samed has changed.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
69. The words “mâng / bâang” (some / somewhat /sometimes), “mĕuan-derm” (same / as before), “kwàa phêuan” (the most / more than its kind), “tháay / sîn / plaay / jòp” (final / end)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
70. Khun Muay brought Khun Ooy some books from the library.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
70. The words “thŭe” (to carry / to hold / to mind / to care about / to take offence), “thŭe-wâa” (to regard as / to consider), “kam-nòt / jam-kàt” (to limit / to specify / to fix / limit / regulation)

Advanced News Lessons
Advanced Vocabulary, News Report & Review Lesson
1. A news report about one kind of traditional Thai marriage ceremony.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
1. The words “doy” (by / with), “sûeng” (which), “chaaw” (a group of people), “prâ-kàwp” (to do / to make / to perform)

Advanced Lessons
Advanced Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
3. Khun Nathawut talks about how he calculates prices for his customers.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
3. The words “kham-nuan / khít” (to calculate), “khít” (to think about a price)
Week 50
Vocabulary Lessons
246. Human Related Words
247. Human Related Words
248. Human Related Words
249. Human Related Words
250. Measurement Related Words

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
71. Khun Muay suggests Khun Ooy to extend the time for borrowing the books.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
71. The words “than / than-we-laa” (in time / to be fast enough / to catch up with), “trong-we-laa” (on time)

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
72. Khun Ooy makes a decision on some books that she will borrow.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
72a. The words “sá” (particle of getting things done), “thii” (particle that is used at the end of a request sentence), “sá-nàwy” (particle that is used at the end of a negative sentence)
72b. The words “thăem” (to give something extra / to give something for free / and / also / moreover), “diaw-kan / mĕuan-kan” (same)

Advanced Lessons
Advanced Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
4. Khun Babe talks to her friend about her trip to Kaw Tao.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
4. The word “bàep wâ” (like a... / kind of like...), “nâe” (particle to highlight the value or number of things / ending particle), “yùu” (definitely / so / completely)

Advanced News Lessons
Advanced Vocabulary, News Report & Review Lesson
2. A news report about a research project of how to reuse crocodile eggs.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
2. The words “doy” (because / due to), “săm-ràp” (for / as for)
Week 51

Vocabulary Lessons
251. Measurement Related Words
252. Climate
253. Climate
254. Places
255. Places

Intermediate Lessons
Extended Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
73. Khun Muay recommends Khun Ooy another book that she likes.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
73. The words “khâe / thâo-nán / eng / thâo-nán-eng / diaw” (only / just), the phrases “khàwp-khun / khàwp-jai / khàwp-phrá-khun” (thank you)

Advanced Lessons
Advanced Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
5. Khun Babe talks on the phone with her friend and asks her friend about a bus to Pattaya

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
5. Khun Babe talks on the phone with her friend and asks her friend about a bus to Pattaya

Advanced Lessons
Advanced Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson
6. Khun Nathawut talks about how he deals with his customer extra requests.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson
6. The words “raek / ton” (beginning), “klaang” (middle), “sin / plai” (end)
Week 52

Vocabulary Lessons

256. Abstract Nouns
257. Abstract Nouns
258. Official Documents
259. Forms
260. Verbs

Advanced News Lessons

Advanced Vocabulary, Conversation & Review Lesson

3. A news report about rescue officers bring the body of unknown man out of the water

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson

3. The words “saap” (to know), “pii / kuap” (year), “kerd / kerd-khuen” (to happen / to occur)

Advanced News Lessons

Advanced Vocabulary, News Report & Review Lesson

4. A news report about police officers found amphetamine tablets in one company.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson

4. Thai abbreviations

Advanced News Lessons

Advanced Vocabulary, News Report & Review Lesson

5. A news report about the kidnapping of a child by a driver of a transportation.

Grammar & Word Usage Lesson

5. The words “haay” (to disappear / to vanish / to lose sight of something / to be cured), “tua” (body / torso / figure)
If you have any questions feel free to send us an email to learnthaipodcast@gmail.com or sign up today, absolutely risk free with our 30 day money back guarantee.

Just follow the link below:

http://learn-thai-podcast.com/member/signup/index

Join us and have fun learning Thai!

Jo, Nong O, Rhonda & Jay
(Your LTP Team)